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Aim(s) 
Manage Contract Compliance for Non-Catalog item Contract to a specific vendor. Purchase Orders (PO)released from the 
Contract can be tracked and accessible by both Requester and Buyer of the contract.  
Contract Compliance automatically reduces the available amount on the contract based on the Purchase Orders 
 
Benefits : 
1) Each Purchase Order released against the Contract can be tracked 
2) Visibility of Contract Spend and Commitment 
3) Notification of Contract approaching Expiry and Spend threshold 
4) Opportunity of other institutions leveraging from existing contracts 

Methodology 

Result 
5 Institutions Contracts have utilized the Non-Catalog Contract module to facilitate services, repair & spare parts, rental 
and Research items contracts. Fast Turn-around time to enable contract compliance compared to Catalog ordering 
contract by vendor. The Non-Catalog Contract do not require any catalog to be linked and yet contract compliance is possible. 
This Contract can also turn into a catalog for Requester to use if required. 

Conclusion 
Before Vendor Catalog Ordering Contract is turned on, eProcurement Team tried other solutions to enable Contract 
Compliance. The team discovered Non-Catalog Contract function is able to perform contract compliance without having 
vendor to upload catalog to link contract. Buyer will only need to create contract with non-catalog pricing terms for a 
specific vendor. Non-Catalog Contract can also enable into a simplified catalog for users. This can be applied on Contracts 
that do not require catalog items ordering and yet track Contract commitment. 

1) Create Contract. Allocate unique code to each contract pricing term 
2) Contract Setup: Team members can edit contract, Notify expiry of contract, threshold to Contract value, POs released 

against contract, Contract start & expiry 
3) Publish Contract 
4) Create Purchase Requisition with item from Contract. Purchase Orders released against Contract 
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Sub-agreement by institutions 
Linking to the Master Agreement 

Total: $2,015.28 
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